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The transport layer has been

onsidered an end-to-end is-

un- orrelated if a lot of time elapses between them.

We

sue sin e the early days of the Internet in the 1980s [1℄, when

onsider two loss re overy s hemes, namely, end-to-end and

the TCP/IP proto ol suite was designed to onne t networks

hop-by-hop transport. In the end-to-end s heme, loss re ov-

of dedi ated routers over wired links. However, over the last

ery is a task of the sour e node. The sour e node retransmits

quarter of a

entury, network te hnology as well as the un-

derstanding of the Internet has

hanged, and today's wire-

a pa ket if it is lost at an intermediate hop. In the hop-byhop s heme, loss re overy is implemented lo ally, i.e., ea h

less networks dier from the Internet in many aspe ts. Sin e

intermediate node is responsible to ensure that the pa ket

wireless links are unreliable, it is often impossible to sustain

is re eived by the next node. The number of transmission

an end-to-end

attempts is limited by a parameter

onne tion to transmit data in wireless net-

work s enarios.

Even if an end-to-end path exists in the

network topology for some fra tion of the

ommuni ation,

ase,

L

L.

In the end-to-end

refers to end-to-end transmission attempts from the

sour e, and in the hop-by-hop s heme,

L

refers to hop-by-

it is likely to break due to singal propagation impairments,

hop transmission attempts at the individual hops.

interferen e, or node mobility. Under these

derivation, we fo us on the expe ted number of link trans-

ir umstan es,

the operation of an end-to-end transport proto ol su h as

mission attempts. In the evaluation, we then

TCP may be severly ae ted.

transport s hemes based on this metri

Hop-by-hop transport, whi h distributes transport
trol along the sour edestination path, might be

on-

onsidered

as a justiable performan e improvement [3℄ for networks
with lossy links and intermittent
man [2℄

onne tivity. In 1976, Git-

ompared end-to-end vs. hop-by-hop loss re overy

in a s enario

orresponding to an early wireless network. He

found that hop-by-hop a knowledgment and retransmission
leads to lower delay and higher
are many hops or the

hannel utilization if there

hannel is lossy.

In this paper, we re-visit this fundamental design
in the

ontext of networks with

hoi e

onsiderable pa ket loss.

Spe i ally, we propose a simple model of a multi-hop
ne tion over lossy links.

With this

on-

onne tion model, we

analyze end-to-end vs. hop-by-hop retransmission in terms
of delivery probability and the total number of link-level
transmissions expended for the end-to-end transmission of
a pa ket. In

ontrast to [2℄, we limit the number of retrans-

missions and evaluate the delivery ratio that is a hieved at
the expense of a

ertain number of link-level transmsissions.

ompli ated transport s hemes
those

We do not

onsider these s hemes

here for la k of spa e though these

re overy me hanisms.

an also be analyzed us-

ing our approa h. We use the following set of denitions:

N : number of hops
L: maximum number of transmissions allowed
p: link delivery probability
PS : probability of su essful end-to-end transmission
PF : probability of failed end-to-end transmission
M : number of link-level transmissions

1.1 End-to-End Transport
We rst determine the delivery probability over

TRANSPORT LAYER MODEL
A

sour e node sends a pa ket to a destination node over several intermediate nodes. The nodes are

for

Z end-to-end transmisz ∈ [1, L]. Suppose Plete

ferent things: (i) given that retransmissions o
ately after a loss, un- orrelated loss may

PSete

We assume
ur immedi-

apture link layer

errors; (ii) on a large time s ale, un- orrelated loss may repan be assumed to be

essfully transmitted

it follows that

un- orrelated loss pro esses, whi h may represent two dif-

resent periods of disruption, whi h

E(M |Z = z),

with a maximum transmission limit of l attempts. Then
PSete = PLete . Also, P1ete is the probability of su ess with
N
just one end-to-end transmission attempt and equals p . So

onne ted by lossy

links that have a given delivery probability.

hops

To this end, we will rst determine the expe ted number of

be the probability that a pa ket is su

Our model is based on the following assumptions.

N

with at most L end-to-end transmission attempts, denoted
ete
by PS . We then derive E(M ), the expe ted number of
transmissions expended on the delivery of a single pa ket.

sion attempts,

1.

that

an be thought of, su h as

man e metri

onsumption.

L

ombining aspe ts of both end-to-end and hop-by-hop

transmissions given that there are

and energy

ompare both

for values of

result in equal end-to-end delivery ratios. Note that more

The number of link-level transmissions is a useful perforbe ause it relates to both network throughput

In our

=

1 − (1 − P1ete )L

=

1 − (1 − pN )L .

E(M |Z = z), we rst derive P (Z = z):

(1 − pN )z−1 pN 1 ≤ z < L
P (Z = z) =
(1 − pN )L−1
z = L.

In order to nd

If we dene

ith

the

Ui

End-to-end

as the number of link-level transmissions in

end-to-end transmission attempt, we

Hop-by-hop

an make the

following observations: The expe ted number of link-level

1.0

essful attempts is equal; and the

number of transmissions in the su

essful

ase is equal to

E(Uz |Z = z) = N . We rst
derive P (U |Z = z) for the four ases z < Z < L, z = Z <
L, z < Z = L, and z = Z = L, whi h then allows us to
express E(U |Z = z) as follows:
the number of hops of the path:

Delivery Ratio

transmissions in all unsu

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

E(M |Z = z) = E(U1 + U2 + . . . + Uz )|Z = z.
Finally, we

0.0

an write

E(M )

4.0

L
X

=

5.2

4.8

4.4
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5.6

Transmissions

P (Z = z)E(M |Z = z).

(a) p=0.99

z=1

1.2 Hop-by-Hop Transport
We take a similar approa h as in the end-to-end
now we

ase, only

ondition on the number of hops traversed in a single

end-to-end transmission attempt. For, if say the se ond hop
fails then there will be no transmissions for subsequent hops.
The probability of su
that ea h hop is su

essful transmission is the probability

Delivery Ratio

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

essful. Sin e the latter event happens

1 − (1 − p)L , we have
“
”N
PShbh =
1 − (1 − p)L
.

with probability

As before,

M

10

E(M ).

We rst

mitted during one end-to-end transmission attempt, denoted

W.

Let

HL

be the probability that a

pa ket is su
of

L

essfully relayed over one hop with a maximum
L
attempts and HF = 1−HL . We have HL = 1−(1−p) ,

and

P (W = w) =



HLw−1 HF
HLw−1

rest of the derivation is similar to the end-to-end
relation between

w, W ,

and

Figure 1: Delivery ratio vs. number of transmissions

However, in Fig. 1(b), the dieren e between end-to-end
and hop-by-hop transport is mu h more pronoun ed. With
a link delivery probability of

p = 0.5,

the hop-by-hop s heme

approa hes an end-to-end delivery ratio of
and expends around
a ratio of

170

an now nd

again involves distinguishing four

60

20 transmissions,

0.995

with

L = 10

orresponding to four

transmissions per hop. The end-to-end s heme rea hes only

1≤w<N
w = N.

E(M ) by onditioning on W . For this, we
need to nd E(M |W = w). We an write W = U1 + . . . + UW
th hop. The
where Ui is the number of transmissions at the i
We

50

(b) p=0.5

derive the number of hops over whi h the pa ket is transby the random variable

40

Transmissions

is the number of link-level transmissions ex-

pended per pa ket, and we want to nd

30

20

ase and

ases depending on the

L.

0.27

at

L = 10;

for a ratio of

0.995,

a setting of

L=

is ne essary and over three times as many transmissions

ompared to hop-by-hop are required. Apparently, hop-byhop is mu h more ee tive at high loss rates as it
from pa ket losses at the hop where they o

an re over

ur instead of

retransmitting from the sour e.

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Based on a simple model, we have investigated the e-

2.

ien y in terms of link-level transmissions vs. delivery ratio

EVALUATION
We evaluate the delivery ratio

ber of transmissions

E(M ) for

PS

and the expe ted num-

both end-to-end and hop-by-

PS against E(M ) with a
p = 0.99 and p = 0.5, respe tively.
The number of hops is N = 5 for all experiments. The plot
is generated by evaluating both metri s with L = 1 . . . 300.
Please note that we onsider L to be an auxiliary parameter

hop transport. In Fig. 1, we plot
link delivery probability of

in our derivation and we do not

ompare the two s hemes

L. In Fig. 1(a), both s hemes a hieve
0.95 with a single attempt (L = 1) and

for a given setting of
a delivery ratio of

4.9

link-level transmissions. With a limit of two attempts,

the hop-by-hop s heme rea hes a ratio of

5.1

transmissions while end-to-end uses

for a ratio of

0.998.

0.996 and expends
5.15 transmissions

With both retransmission s hemes, the

delivery ratio approa hes

1

for in reasing values of

L

at the

pri e of a marginally higher number of transmissions.

of hop-by-hop against end-to-end transport. We have found
that a link loss rate of

50%

heavily impairs the performan e

of end-to-end transport even over as few as
step, we plan to introdu e
to more

5 hops.

As a next

orrelated loss pro esses in order

losely model intermittently- onne ted networks.
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